
Showers are about more than showering.



Nothing feels better than water.

You can feel the pure anticipation as you step in. The rest of the world can wait 
outside for now - this moment is yours alone. The most pleasurable element in the 
world is swirling around you. Just how you wanted...
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Both at home and on the road, the shower is regarded 
as an oasis of wellbeing by everyone. Hence HÜPPE has 
specialised in solutions that constantly reinvent the 
pleasure of showering to suit the times. From strictly purist 
to elegantly luxurious.

It is entirely in your hands.
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Studio Berlin pure with sand blasted decor X1
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HÜPPE. Original made in Germany.

As a specialist in shower enclosures and system solutions, we are always  
focusing on quality and individuality. But of course that isn‘t all.

The HÜPPE name has had excellent resonance among  
traditional German companies for more than 125 years. 
From the very beginning the route to the company‘s 
international standing has been based on uncompromising 
quality awareness. 

When HÜPPE developed the first real shower enclosure 
in 1966,  a completely new market sector opened up. 
The company has been unwavering in asserting and 
consistently developing its defining role in this area. 

In doing so, its excellent feel for trends and its audacity in 
innovation have demonstrated a capability that demanding 
customers all over the world put their trust in.

Founder of company: 
Justin Hüppe

Bad Zwischenahn - Germany

A company background 
stretching over 125 years 
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Innovation is not an end in itself. 

We develop new materials and functions to make your life easier. 
If this means new standards, so much the better. 

At HÜPPE we put a great deal of investment into research 
and development. It has always been our ambition to find 
convincing answers to very simple questions. 

Would it not be more practical if a shower enclosure made 
of glass hardly ever needed cleaning - because the water 
simply runs off it? Or if the final chink in the cubicle door 
almost closed on its own - to stop any water from spraying 
out? 

Such considerations gave rise to the extremely low-
maintenance Anti-Plaque quality glass in 1996, for example. Or 
the exclusive HÜPPE Soft-Open-/Soft-Close mechanism in 2011 
and the innovative sliding door technology of the Xtensa pure 
in 2015, to name but three of the many HÜPPE milestones. Xtensa pure: „Comfort-Walk-In“ with  

an innovative sliding door technology

Soft-Open/Soft-Close technology: A gentle tap is sufficient for the door to 
open and close as if on its own 



First supplier of shower enclosures in Europe

HÜPPE develops first guiding rail for sliding doors

First magnetic seal for shower enclosures

HÜPPE offers first safety glass shower enclosure

First frameless shower enclosure

HÜPPE Anti-Plaque: the first easy-to-clean glass refinement

HÜPPE Magna 5000:  introduction of first swing-sliding door

HÜPPE Manufaktur Studio: unique m-t-m concept

HÜPPE 501 Design: modular product concept

HÜPPE Studio Paris: chrome decors on glass

First sliding doors with Soft-Open-/Soft-Close mechanism in new 
design styles elegance and pure 

HÜPPE Xtensa pure: introduction of the „Comfort Walk-In“ with  
an innovative sliding door technology
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Our vision is based on facts.

HÜPPE is on the way to becoming Europe‘s leading brand for shower systems.  
As it does so, nothing about the company‘s character and focus will change. 

Best product quality, customer-orientated thinking and 
unique solutions define the core of our business. This will 
remain for the future in an increasingly internationalized 
market. 

A sure view of the contemporary desires and needs of 
people is an indispensible element of this. We are constantly 
honing this through our own analysis and excellent external 
sources of inspiration.  

The result is market-orientated offerings that stimulate and 
enthuse customers in the shower, just as much as they do 
our business partners. 

innovative individual

intelligent international

8 Duplo pure
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We place the highest quality demands on every HÜPPE 
product and therefore test it to the most stringent 
standards. We even exceed the legally required norms. 
The same applies to our guarantee and servicing activities. 
Whether it‘s a parts availability guarantee, compliance 
with DIN EN 14428 requirements for shower enclosures,  
CE marking or even the German TÜV-GS-Certificate –  
with HÜPPE you‘re always on the right side.

Sustainability is a constant component of our philosophy, 
because we understand our responsibility towards 
the environment. For this reason we rely on the most 
environmentally friendly raw materials, such as glass 
and aluminium, and are constantly looking to reduce 
the emission of pollutants. HÜPPE shower enclosures are 
completely recyclable.



Good design has staying power.

Anyone who just follows fast-changing trends just ends up running after them  
in fact. To assert our leading role in product design, we rely on partners with  
international reputation.

Phoenix Design stands for high end design. This German brand 
is constantly implementing extremely high demands in terms of 
logic, ethics and magic in products like no-one else. 

But Phoenix Design doesn‘t just give the components and 
designs in the current HÜPPE lines their classic striking look. The 
Stuttgart company is also responsible for designing the shower 
fittings for our partner hansgrohe. 

This is how product families that are in superb harmony arise - in 
parallel and in every area for both companies. Because they have 
identical genetic codes.Andreas Haug and Tom Schönherr – Phoenix Design
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Companies of the MASCO Corporation



By implementing the design styles PURE and ELEGANCE, two  
lines with strictly individual characters were created. What 
unites them is the unbelievable variety of combination 
options. In the world of music this is called ‚crossover‘: the 
melding of the existing with something excitingly new. 

Winners of international design awards such as red dot, 
Interior Innovation, Plus X, iF and the German Design Award. 
These distinctions have one thing in common: they are 
coveted, very highly recognised international awards granted 
by renowned, independent juries. All confirm the high quality 
and innovative design of our products.

As time keeps flowing by, so the 
ELEGANCE design range keeps endlessly 
inspiring our imagination. Organic, 
soft shapes inspired by the sumptuous 
variety of life. Combined with optimum 
functionality of course. 

Clear lines, the perfect right angle: 
the design rigorously subordinates to 
functionality. If less is more, the PURE 
design range is the maximum. You don‘t 
need to add anything - your fascination 
will be spontaneous.
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Studio Berlin pure 

Hinge Studio Paris elegance

Hinge Studio Berlin pure

Studio Paris elegance with chrome decor on glass 

P U R E

E L E G A N C E

X1
Design elegance
Design pure  
Refresh pure
Enjoy elegance
Enjoy pure
Studio Berlin pure

2014:
Enjoy pure
2013:
Design elegance
Design pure
Refresh pure

2015:
Xtensa pure 
2014:
Design elegance
2013:
Enjoy pure 
2012:
Studio Berlin pure

2013: 
Enjoy pure
2012:
X1
Design elegance
Design pure

2014:
Design pure 
2013:
Studio Berlin  
pure

winner

2015:
Xtensa pure
2014: 
Enjoy pure

Xtensa pure 2014/2015:
All product series



Hotel Sobieski, Warsaw, Poland Hotel Barceló Bávaro, Dominican Republic Hotel de Rome, Berlin, Germany

Augustine Hotel, Prague, Czech RepublicArt Hotel, Warsaw, Poland

Eden Amsterdam Manor Hotel, Amsterdam, The NetherlandsUshuaia Ibiza Beach Hotel, Ibiza, Spain
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Quality Hotel Waterfront, Alesund, Norway



No individuality without breadth.

HÜPPE develops system solutions for shower spaces of any type and any installation 
situation. A prerequisite for this is the optimum compatibility of the structural  
elements and components. And the readiness to go to new places with them.  

The world of our system solutions revolves around unique, 
modular variety. Everything is compatible, everything 
is possible. With colour accents or glossy new ideas in 
chrome, from individual production series to spectacular 
unique designs. 

Service and motivated advice help our customers 
understand and perfectly exploit the many HÜPPE options. 
So before you think you‘ve reached the limits of what‘s 
possible, talk to us about it.
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Why not reach for the stars?

No top class hotel can afford itself the luxury of falling short of expectations.  
The guest is always king, and the king only rarely forgives. 

Nobody should plan on compromises for valuable moments 
of relaxation. And a shower solution from HÜPPE is a perfect 
fit wherever the ambience reflects high quality of life

Opting for HÜPPE quality is an investment that especially 
pays off when usage levels are high. Long lifespan, 
durability, safety and reliable functionality are factors that 
are sure to repay you in the medium term. 

Tanzende Türme, Hamburg, Germany Adlon Kempinski, Berlin, Germany
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Hotel references in Germany

Hotel Town

The Rilano Hotel Hamburg 
Arabella Sheraton Frankfurt
Atlantic Hotel Kiel
Elbphilharmonie Hamburg
Holiday Inn Baden-Baden
Mariott Courtyard Munich
Maritim Hotel Dresden
Adlon Kempinski Berlin
Mercure Hotel Cologne 

Maritim Hotel, Dresden, Germany
Maritim Hotel, Berlin, Germany

Elbphilharmonie, Hamburg, Germany

Maritim Hotel, Dusseldorf, Germany
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Our concept is understood worldwide.

HÜPPE solutions are more and more in demand across the world. No wonder.  
An excellent cost/benefit ratio is the hardest currency in the world. 

The numbers of designed and supplied shower solutions  
for international hotels and hotel chains speak for the 
strength of the HÜPPE concept: quality down to the details 
plus flexible customisation. Plan for your project in our 
Premium / Medium / Basic categories.
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Zorlu Centers, Instanbul, Turkey

Eden Amsterdam Manor Hotel, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Augustine Hotel, Prague, Czech Republic
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HÜPPE 
references 
worldwide

Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Germany
France
Great Britain
Italy
Ireland
Norway 
Poland
Sweden 
Switzerland
Serbia
Spain
The Netherlands
Turkey

Brunei
China
Ethiopia
Myanmar
Saudi-Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan

Quality Hotel Waterfront, Alesund, Norway

Hotel Sobieski, Warsaw, Poland

Art Hotel, Warsaw, PolandQuality Hotel Waterfront, Alesund, Norway



18 AIDAsol, 
AIDA Cruises

AIDAbella, 
AIDA Cruises



The goal is optimum comfort on board.

The lines we choose for fitting out on board ships changes from job to job.  
Our experience with flexible materials and special construction shapes comes  
to the fore here especially.  

Is there a difference between demanding passengers and 
hotel guests? Essentially no. For both, personal comfort is 
the essential criterion for satisfaction.

However, when fitting out ships, perfect ergonomics must 
take up far less space. Our concepts for ships take this 
into consideration and still make a flood of ideas possible.  
Thereby the character of the ship itself appears in all  
cabins.
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AIDAluna, 
AIDA Cruises

Norwegian Epic, 
Norwegian Cruise Line

MS Deutschland, 
Shipping company Peter Deilmann GmbH

Celebrity Silhouette,  
Celebrity Cruises



Good ideas make things much more comfortable.

Removal of barriers plays a central role for activities at any age. How wonderful 
that this goal can be achieved with outstanding design as well.

The perfect shower looks different to everyone not only 
for taste reasons. Therefore the variety of options we offer 
enables as well with view to ergonomic aspects a diversity 
of solutions.

Under high usage levels the class of material and 
functionality must prove itself once again every day. 
Nobody should need to be thinking about the details 
here. Because this is exactly what we have done during 
development. 

Hence you can assume that we will consider floor-flush 
installations or m-t-m waste systems not only for visual 
reasons.20

Studio Paris elegance Barrier-free entry
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The right address for your projects:

HÜPPE GmbH
Industriestraße 3
26160 Bad Zwischenahn
Germany

Phone +49 4403 67-0
Fax +49 4403 67-100
Email hueppe@hueppe.com 
 www.hueppe.com
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Bad Zwischenahn

Hamburg

Berlin

Frankfurt

Munich
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